
Business Challenges
For BUUK, Hyperion was too structurally complex to respond to the 
scale and pace of change within their business. As a result, it became 
too time-consuming to continue to work with Hyperion.

Why Prophix?
After reading through several Gartner Analyst reports, BUUK 
Infrastructure chose Prophix. Gartner spoke highly of Prophix and its 
ability to integrate with their new ERP system, Microsoft Dynamics AX. 
Prophix then drafted a proof of concept for BUUK, offering insight 
into what was possible and how their Office of Finance could ensure 
a successful implementation, while also addressing their business 
needs.

Results
Prophix allows BUUK to prepare their budgets and forecasts, generate 
a wide range of reports, and analyse the unique business drivers that 
affect companies in their industry. The areas that BUUK currently tracks 
and analyses include revenue generation, costs incurred, network 
asset management and infrastructure construction.

BUUK Infrastructure (BUUK) is a leading constructor, owner 
and operator of last-mile utility networks in the UK new 
build market. BUUK was using Hyperion as their dedicated 
financial system but their Office of Finance was limited by 
its complexity, preventing them from gaining actionable 
insight into a changing market. With Prophix, BUUK can 
focus on their key performance indicators while efficiently 
and effectively delivering their budgets and forecasts.
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For each of these areas, BUUK evaluates different 
revenue streams, projecting them into the future 
at detailed levels. The organisation also produces 
reports for their profit and loss statements, capital 
and operational expenditures, and connections 
(which outline where the utility network ends with 
each customer).

Similarly, BUUK uses Prophix’s Detailed Planning 
Manager (DPM) to conduct their personnel 
planning. This involves evaluating the salaries 
and benefits of their current employees and their 
personnel requirements for the future.

Using Hyperion to run their financial processes used 
to take several hours but with Prophix, BUUK can 
have their results in minutes.

Future Plans
BUUK are continuing to refine their budgeting and 
forecasting processes to drive better commercial 
decision-making. The company has also begun migrating data from Microsoft Dynamics AX to Prophix each 
month for more advanced reporting and analysis. 
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